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1.What 
2.Whom
3.Why
4.How + Where

A digital + physical interface for 
Autodesk employees and 
tourists to envision the utility 
of different workspaces of the 
Pier office and workshop, and 
enhance aptitude of looking 
deeper than just the current 
exhibits.



1.What 
2.Whom
3.Why
4.How + Where

Tourists, visitors of Pier 9’s 
website, internal employees, 
in SF and global, intrigued 
employees.

Say: a designer in Autodesk 
Munich wants to know how 
specific departments or 
sections of the Pier works, 
this’ll be it.



1.What 
2.Whom
3.Why
4.How + Where

Unlike a museum, Pier 9 serves 
as a marketing utility to 
showcase brilliance and 
necessity for Autodesk in 
technological and human 
progress. For this reason, we 
need tourists to see more 
than just what is here and now, 
and to understand why it is; 
such as why departments like 
AIR exist, and former exhibits. 



1.What 
2.Whom
3.Why
4.How + Where

Story: voice and general essence of Way.
Theme: visual themes to choose from.
Concept: specific physical and digital features to include
Theory: design theory

Where: locations, digital and physical for Way to live.



1.What 
2.Whom
3.Why
4.How + Where

Story: voice and general essence of Way.
Theme: visual themes to choose from.
Concept: specific physical and digital features to include
Theory: design theory

Where: locations, digital and physical for Way to live.



How do we get 
the  content?

A lot of the information, regarding shop info, and the
interactive view of the map of the shops will be brought in
from the Pier 9 website.

The catalog for all current exhibits, and artwork can be
supplied by in-house videographers

We can get hours of timelapses of things being printed,
the bay water, movement in the CNC shop, to all provide
as intimate backgrounds for Way.

The new content will be making interactive designs.
1 interaction designer is needed for this role.



How + Where
Inspiration

The Pier has a pastoral language of its own: resting around a view that is always changing, laying atop 
water. This transcends the themes and type faces that are chosen for Way, and instead of ignoring this 
language, it should be complemented by the design elements of Way’s digital interface. Using the 
directionality of nature as a theme to direct how graphics move, and to work in harmony with adaptive 
backgrounds that showcase the different parts of the Pier.

This means using actual graphics of the Pier as backdrops for Way’s graphic interfaces; to give users the 
experience of high quality shot materials, and incredible fluidity and dynamic UI, 3D interfaces that are 
experienced.

story



How +Where
Voice

Every design project must tell a story, and this story will be associated with that of the Pier, and 
that story will be as powerful as its voice. This voice must be thematic or characteristic. 
Everything about Way tells a story in the form of direction, which P9 does in some ways: 

forwards, backwards, dimensionally, future, past.

story



Logo

Depth / shadow forms

Modernity / slim letter case

Directional / chosen rounded edges of lettering

Physical / depth, and canvas background.

Pier 9 tradition / pencil on canvas: sketched outline

story



How



Department 
introductions See video





Theme 01
Thematic Retention: retain design themes from p9 website. 

Vectors

Header borders
sub-header borders

Font type and 
transparency



Theme 02
One Market-inspired

Information

Graphics

Introduction

This is an interesting way to walk users through a section

How is our design allusive to the themes found at One 
Market?



Theme 02
One Market-inspired

Animated, simple 
backgorund

HEADER
Sub header

Body 



Theme 03
Pier 9 art work and graphics



Mood Board Themes
Mood-board: these themes are externally inspired, 
and help make the Way seem like a new environment.

These themes will be bringing together colorways, 
geometries, and 3D/2D graphics for inspiration. 

pros: allows for an entirely artistic, experimental approach to the platform 
and allows us to better define what story we want to tell with Way.

cons: doesn’t serve as powerfully as a marketing tool; keeping on theme 
would help make p9’s message concise.



Mood board / dialog box movement
Board on wood, 3D web interface. Showcases how to 
dynamically move between selection

pros: uses Fusion design, integrated with app developed for this 
purpose.

cons: requires a pretty heavy app to be developed, with a 3D model 
space, that animates.



Mood board / dynamic depth
Selectable Maya object that animates as cursor 
moves through it.

This drags along as you move between 
your options and dynamically 
elevates the selectable space 
above it.



Theory /

CONTROLLED GENERATIVE

design must feel directional, technologically transcendental, must feel tangible



Theory /

GRID FREE BLENDS



Theory /color



Theory / type

Artifakt
Element
Artifakt Legend

Body example text. Lorem ipsum and more and more and more! Hath thee seen, a pirate’s visage was more than 
your petty dreams? Nay, not a single aye in your ways, not a patch your eyelids’ grace – nay! Artifakt legend.

This presentation and concept design was completed using Aktiv Grotesk package; sincere apologies.



Concept 01
this is a concept for accessing Way via QR codes, which are plastered around the Pier.

Layar  app

Virtual 
environment 
that has scroll 
features.

Unique features for each of 
those 
webpages/destinations

QR code







Concept 01
Some of these unique features:

Arcade Use Layar to virtually place 
former exhibits in space 
and interact with them.

Use tablet app/webpage to 
visit an environment where 
you can interact with 
archives of exhibits.

Interns
Area

Scan QR to enter a catalog 
of intern projects, 
organized by Year and Last 
Name

AIR
Area

Scan QR to enter a catalog 
of AIR projects, organized 
by Year and Last Name

Access via QR codes, web 
app, VR app, tablet/touch TV 
app



Where



Where 01

QR code

Touch tablet / TV

VR interface

Web app

At Pier 9



Where 02 / moodboards

Nobel Peace Center: way finding 
center, an entire installation 
experience for wayfinding

Central hub: mega wayfinding 
system that multiple people explore 
together, at once

This system allows for a lot of in-house fabrication



Where 03 / VR

This platform is exclusively designed for VR at
Autodesk, so it’s an internal platform, accessible to
tourists who are on tour.



Where 03 / VR

The VR platform will allow users to experience in a few
ways:

see past exhibits work in real time

interact with our menus in a three dimensional
atmosphere. This could be made into a fun way
to select interfaces, and turned into a research
process of how does one elevate interaction
experience/design to adapt to new technology.



Skills

Photoshop

Fusion 360

CAD + Render

Illustrator

workflow

Adobe XD

After Effects

Photoshop PowrPoint



Make Way Real

UX Designers
Interaction Designers
Visual Designers / Illustrators

Artists with dynamic programming background

Blue: needs to supply and create content: close-ups of
physical artwork

Marketers + branding: to solve the expressions Way
should entail.



Make Way Real
Each of these talents will allow the graphics I’ve
conceptualized to be programmable and interactive
graphics that users can touch or play with to navigate
through the way finder.

Incentive: puts the art of makers @ p9 at the heart of the
digital platform. This means cross-collaboration, and lots of
work in store for Blue and UX designers here.

From a programming standpoint as long as we’ve settled
on a colorways and font types, what color the text appears
on specific animations on-screen can be programmed to
be complementary and contrasting. So once small things
like this are solved, as the Gallery handles well, it’s all about
the art: making interactive designs.


